VoIP Anomaly Detection - selected methods of statistical analysis
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Abstract — Self-similarity analysis and anomaly detection in networks are interesting fields of research and scientific work of scientists around the world. Simulation studies have demonstrated that the Hurst parameter estimation can be used to detect traffic anomaly. The actual network traffic is self-similar or long-range dependent. The dramatic expansion of applications on modern networks gives rise to a fundamental challenge to network security. The Hurst values are compared with confidence intervals of normal values to detect anomaly in VoIP.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Statistical analysis of network traffic measurements shows a clear presence of the fractal or self-similar properties in computer network [1, 4]. The statistical characteristics of computer network traffic have been of interest to scientists for many years, not least to obtain a better understanding of the factors that affect the performance and scalability of large systems such as the Internet. Research on network anomaly detection is very challenging and has started many years ago. New generation networks are based on Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) applications where the transmission quality depends on packet delay parameters. VoIP is crucial for many businesses due to VoIP monitoring and troubleshooting being one of the main tasks in network analyzers [7]. Faults as well other anomalies detection and prediction in VoIP networks using traditional tools is insufficient so the VoIP networks analysis in context of the QoS needs a new traffic models especially based on nonextensive statistics which in this article we propose.

II. SELECTED METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE HURST COEFFICIENT

Stochastic processes are considered as sequences of variables, which can be characterized by using average value, variance, process probability distribution value and higher stochastic moments. A stationary process is a stochastic process for which the process probability distribution value does not change. A characteristic element of a part of stochastic processes is the fact, that the values are mutually dependent in time. A value of a given process in a moment \( t \) is dependent on the value the process obtained in a moment preceding the moment \( t \). However, such a process can be a stationary process, because a process probability distribution value in a moment \( t \) is determined without any premises about the time preceding the process [3, 6, 7].

The most commonly applied value which characterizes self-similar processes is Hurst exponent. There are many different ways of calculating it and most of those methods of estimation do not need to use the autocorrelation function. The Hurst exponent can take values from the range \((0,1)\). In accordance with the above formula the range of the modulus \((0,5,1)\) relates to the range \((0,1)\) of exponent \( \beta \) value [1, 2]. The Hurst exponent which equals 0.5 is characteristic for the process with independent realizations in different time ranges, which comes from the property \( H = 1 − \beta / 2 \). Another thing which can be deduced from this property is the fact that Hurst exponent equals 1 for the process with identical realizations in different time ranges. However, when Hurst exponent is <0.5 the realizations for different time ranges are mutually negatively correlated [1, 5].

The oldest method for determining Hurst coefficient is the method implementing rescaled range statistics (R/S method). In details the procedure for determining of the Hurst coefficient with the use of the R/S method is presented in the following algorithm.

**Algorithm 1. The R/S Method for Determining of the Hurst Coefficient.**

**[Step 1]** For a given finite length of recorded time intervals between the events \( t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n \) to obtain the R/S statistic in the first step the average interval for registered series of time intervals between events is introduced:
\[ \hat{\tau}(n) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_i \]

[Step 2] Then the variance \( S(n) \) of time series is obtained and the moment \( T_k \) of the \( k \)-th event appearance:
\[ S^2(n) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [t_i - \hat{\tau}(n)]^2, \quad T_k = \sum_{i=1}^{k} t_i, \quad \text{for } k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]

[Step 3] It should also be taken into account the real deviation \( T_k \) of the actual moment of the \( k \)-th event appearance in an average moment \( \hat{\tau}(n) \), where \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \): \( U_k = T_k - \hat{\tau}(n) \), for \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \).

[Step 4] In this step the R/S statistic is calculated from the following formula:
\[ \frac{R(n)}{S(n)} = \frac{\max(0, U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_n) - \min(0, U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_n)}{\sqrt{S^2(n)}} \]

[Step 5] For the self-similarity phenomena the following relationship can be observed where the variable \( H \) is the Hurst exponent:
\[ \frac{R(n)}{S(n)} \approx n^H \]

[Step 6] The final step is to create a chart for R/S statistics as a function of time scale the double logarithmic coordinate system should be used, where the following relations will be obtained which is a straight line with a direction coefficient \( H \) [1, 4].
\[ \log \frac{R(n)}{S(n)} \approx H \log(n) + \text{const} \]

Another method for determining the Hurst coefficient is the method of absolute value. In order to determine the Hurst coefficient value with this method the following algorithm is proceeded.

**Algorithm 2. The Absolute Value Method for Determining of the Hurst Coefficient.**

[Step 1] The aggregated time series \( X(m) \) is formed, and then the tested observation time series of length \( N \) into blocks of length \( m \) and averaging each block:
\[ X^{(m)}(k) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=(k-1)m+1}^{km} X_i, \quad \text{for } k = 1, 2, \ldots, N/m \]

[Step 2] Analyze the \( n \)-th element of the time series to obtain \( AM_n(m) \) where \( X \) is an average of the time series. The aggregated series \( X^{(m)} \) for a large values of \( m \) asymptotically tends to \( Cm^{n(H-1)} \) and \( AM_n(m) \) is asymptotically proportional to \( m^{n(H-1)} \).
\[ AM_n(m) = \frac{1}{N/m} \sum_{k=1}^{N/m} |X^{(m)}(k) - \bar{X}| \]

[Step 3] Apply the calculated values \( AM_n(m) \) in the graph with double logarithmic scale and approximating the obtained points with the least squares method we obtain a straight with a slope to the X axis equal to \( H - 1 \) [2].

The last analyzed method is the aggregate variance method. In order to determine the Hurst coefficient value with this method the following step algorithm is proceeded.

**Algorithm 3. The Aggregate Variance Method for Determining of the Hurst Coefficient.**

[Step 1] The aggregated time series \( X(m) \) is formed, and then the tested observation time series of length \( N \) into blocks of length \( m \) and averaging each block:
\[ X^{(m)}(k) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=(k-1)m+1}^{km} X_i, \quad \text{for } k = 1, 2, \ldots, N/m \]

[Step 2] For each \( m \) value in the range from 2 to \( N/2 \) the variance is calculated for a sample \( X^{(m)}(k) \):
\[ \text{Var}X^{(m)} = \frac{1}{\lfloor N/m \rfloor - 1} \sum_{k=1}^{\lfloor N/m \rfloor} (X^{(m)}(k) - \bar{X})^2 \]

[Step 3] In the graph the points \( \log(s^2m) \) and \( \log(m) \) are indicated, which for sufficiently high value \( m \), are arranged in a straight line with a negative direction coefficient equal to \( 2H - 2 \) [1, 2].

The first of the analyzed parameters is a number of interruptions in a second. To interpret the obtained values of the Hurst exponent we will use two dependencies:
1. If $0.5 < H < 1.0$, long-range dependencies occur, the process has a constant change direction (is persistent) and is stationary.

2. If $H < 0.5$, short-range dependencies occur, the process does not have a constant change direction and is not stationary [4].

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND SUBJECT OF ANALYSIS

Simulation of network traffic in a computer network is modeled in the OPNET Modeler. OPNET Modeler is a program, which offers a variety of tools for virtual modeling and analysis of computer networks. The program allows simulations-ns wide range of different types of networks, interconnected in a manner selected by the user taking into account protocols, used technologies and relationships between devices. Tools built into the program OPNET Modeler enables a number of parameters in the modeled networks such as load of devices that support the selected network services, bandwidth, latency between devices or packet loss.

The simulated network is divided into two subnets: the workstations subnet generating network traffic (described in the definition of profiles) and a server that is in another subnet (Fig. 1). Communication between workstations and a server located in another subnet requires the processing of traffic through a number of network devices that generates the delay. Server load and response times for workstations requests for each type of traffic is measured and recorded during the simulation. The program enables defining and testing of all aspects of the computer network behavior and is an excellent tool to eliminate the risk associated with a testing new network solutions for the real computer network.

IV. FRAMEWORK OF NETWORK TRAFFIC ANOMALY DETECTION

The scheme of network traffic anomaly detection based on self-similarity may consist of few modules. We suggest scheme based four modules: traffic collection, statistical analysis, Hurst factor estimation and anomaly detection (Fig. 2).

In order to reduce the impact on normal use of network, when collecting LAN traffic, traffic on router is mirrored to traffic collection server. Packets received from router are processed. We can extract some traffic metrics like number of packets, the total length of the packet. The study aimed to observe network traffic and to determine whether there are long-term dependencies in the all network working time and above-hour intervals. In order to carry out the work of all captured packets we isolated ones that had the greatest impact on the network. They were divided in the terms of services and protocols on few main groups. This paper presents the VoIP protocol.

Next Hurst values of selected traffic metrics are calculated. The values can be used to detect traffic anomaly. The current calculated Hurst value is compared to normal traffic model. If the value deviates from normal model, current traffic is thought to be anomalous and normal otherwise. The assumption is that the Hurst parameter will remain relatively stable.

V. A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF VOIP TRAFFIC USING LABVIEW APPLICATION

To simulate voice transmission codecs G.723.1 and G711.1 were used which have silence suppression function implemented in order to save bandwidth [11,12]. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. The use of G.723.1 codec to simulate the VoIP traffic between the server and the twelve workstations loaded the server with a traffic of variable intensity to 16 Kbit/s. G.711.1 codec transmits high-quality sound what loaded the network bandwidth and generated the traffic at an average of 50 Kbit/s. The uniform distribution of the network delay for the sound transmission is a priority in both cases (except for a short time while creating connection) is fixed and equal to 22 ms.

The application allows to measure the Hurst exponent computation time for each method. In order to isolate the test environment, the calculations were performed on a virtual machine in the "Virtual Box" version 4.3.10 environment, using a two-thread core of the Intel® Core™ i5-2410M processor, which is clocked at a speed of 2.3 GHz (2.9 GHz Turbo). Virtual machine was assigned with 4 GB of RAM. The results of calculations performed for a small VoIP traffic is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5.
Hurst exponent for a small VoIP traffic has a significant deviation in the direction of persistent traffic, but the chart is stabilized between 0.47 and 0.59 values, which means that the traffic has little effect of the long memory. Chart of the small VoIP traffic is more similar to Brownian motion or white noise.

The delays for the small VoIP traffic has similar values for the self-similarity parameter as the network traffic itself. The method of the absolute value needed only 16 samples of the signal in order to determine the level of the self-similarity that (except small variations) persists to the end of the measurement. In the chart the deviation index at the direction of antipersistent traffic can be seen and (in the central part of the chart) that at the end of the simulation is back to the previous level by giving results between 0.38 and 0.57.

An analogous test was performed for severe bandwidth load. The results of the performed calculations for this case are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6.

Increasing the intensity of VoIP traffic has increased the value of the Hurst index from 0.59 to 0.81, depending on the selected method and data window width. Similarly as during a low load of the VoIP traffic methods for determining the Hurst index needed a few signal samples to determine the level of self-similarity, which persists to the end of the simulation.

Similarly as in the chart of the server load, the chart for a network delays for a heavy VoIP traffic is also increased compared to network delays that occur when modeling the small voice communication traffic. Table 1 provides a summary of the calculations for the VoIP traffic taking into account all types of the carried out studies.

**TABLE 1. THE SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATIONS RESULTS FOR VOIP TRAFFIC**
When calculating the Hurst index for VoIP traffic an increase in the value of self-similarity with increasing traffic can be seen. This relationship also works well for network delays measured during simulation. Large variability of values makes that use of the short data window results in a wide range of Hurst coefficients. The carried out statistical analysis in the application indicates that in most cases the self-similarity of the network traffic regardless of its type, ranges from 0.5 to 1 for the scale of the Hurst factor. It may be noted that the Hurst coefficient becomes higher with increasing filling of the network bandwidth and continuous traffic of low density (e.g. VoIP traffic) has a self-similarity comparable to a white noise equal to 0.5.

In the case of small traffic reaching the value of the Hurst exponent equal to 0.5 (white noise), it is characterized by a complete randomness and a lack of correlation between packages. The average value of all Hurst coefficients included limited scope takes a similar value as the Hurst coefficient calculated for the entire range of data. The results of calculations for each of methods is usually not differ by more than 15-20%. Differences decreases with the closer the coefficient extremes. It may be noted that at the accuracy of the Hurst coefficient calculations influences the size of the data range. Reducing the data window increases the coefficient sensitivity to signal changes and causes that samples located in front of the scope of the data window do not affect the result of the calculation, which means that each Hurst coefficient is determined on the basis of the same number of signal samples. The beginnings of charts, in which the number of samples is not sufficient to fill the data window are ignored in the calculation. Setting the measuring window limiting the scope of the data to the last 20% of the samples of the entire range caused increase in sensitivity to small changes in the signal. Setting the measurement window constituting 15% of the total input data resulted in large and frequent fluctuations in the value of the Hurst coefficient. The use of a short data window and frequent change in the signal characteristics results in that the average Hurst exponents is in the range from 0.19 to 0.54 identifying...
the chart as antipersistent series having tendency for frequent phrases to move on the graph [8].

The average value of the Hurst coefficients designated for the server activity in this simulation is in the range of 0.47 to 0.59 depending on the measuring window and the detection method. As can be seen the value of the Hurst coefficient varies depending on the load, e.g. for the method of the R/S statistic and 100% window width is in the range of 0.59 (low load) to 0.67 (high load) (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).

Analogously the average value of the Hurst exponents obtained for the network traffic delays in this simulation is in the range of 0.48 to 0.67 at the heavy load (Fig. 9) and from 0.38 to 0.59 at small load (Fig. 10). The obtained result depends on the used measurement window and the detection method. Assuming for the first case (with an average value of 0.55) the greatest discrepancy result was obtained for the R/S statistic method and the window width of 20% which is equal to 0.47.

VI. SUMMARY

The objective of presented research was to investigate the potential of using efficient classifier based on approximation function to estimate the Hurst parameter. By improving the capability of predicting impending network failures, it is possible to reduce network downtime and increase network reliability.

The results obtained indicate that in most cases the self-similarity of traffic regardless of its type, ranges from 0.5 to 1 for the scale factor Hurst. It may be noted that the Hurst exponent becomes higher with increasing filling of the network bandwidth and continuous traffic of low density (e.g. a VoIP traffic) has a self-similarity comparable to a white noise equal to 0.5. Limiting the amount of data available for the calculations by setting a fixed number of samples occurring upstream of the calculations (using the data window) causes the rate of self often takes extreme values.

The average value of all the coefficients of the limited scope of Hurst takes a similar value as the Hurst coefficient calculated for the entire range of data. The results of calculation of the various methods is usually not differ by more than 15-20%. The differences decrease as a result of the closer this ratio extremes. The parameter H is larger when network utilization is higher. Low values of the Hurst index at high network load may indicate frequent changes of the transmitted network traffic type.

It can be also concluded that the method of R/S statistics has the lowest computational complexity of the three implemented methods for determining the Hurst coefficient and is the least susceptible to slowing down the calculation due to the increase in input data.

The results confirmed that the VoIP has a self-similar nature to the degree of self-similarity in the range of 0.5 to 1 and can be used to detect the anomaly-behaved traffic efficiently.
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